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This year’s National History Day Theme, Rights and Responsibilities, offered many great topics to consider, but we ended up selecting Title IX, which is the law that opened the door to equal access for girls and women across our nation. We chose this topic because we wanted a topic that would be unexpected for two boys. Also, we had a couple of girls that were on our football team this year so we were both wondering how girls were able to participate in a sport that is dominated by males. Before History Fair this year we didn’t even know that Title IX existed and even though it seems normal that girls play lots of different sports today, it has not always been that way.

We began conducting our research by searching websites for background information. We then searched for primary and secondary sources at both our school library and local library. We also spoke to Mr. Mulvaney, a district athletic director, so that we would have a better understanding of Title IX and how it applies to public schools. We also spoke a woman business owner, as well as a female athlete to who went to school on a sports scholarship. These interviews helped us gain a personal perspective of our project.

We chose to do an exhibit board and used colors to represent both sides of Title IX. We chose black because we thought that it would represent the
masculine side of sports. It was very hard for us to decide to border all of the pictures in pink because we feel that we are very manly! It worked out however because the use of pink on the board represents the integration of females into the places that only men could participate in before Title IX. Our titles represent the process of Title IX in sports terminology. Holding Penalty, showed that women were being held from their rights and forward progress demonstrated that woman wanted progress towards rights. Starting Lineup, included key people in the Title IX process. In the middle of our board, we used First Down and Score! Touchdown!, to show that women obtained victory with this legislation. We used Personal Foul to show that the reaction to Title IX was not always positive. Our final title, Superbowl Bound, presented the important impacts of Title IX.

Our project relates to the theme of Rights and Responsibilities because Title IX established the right of gender equity in education, jobs, and sports. Although we are focusing our project on sports because we feel that sports scholarships have offered women the opportunities to further themselves in the education and business world more than ever before, Title IX has made it possible for the door to be opened into many different areas that were previously closed. This
historically significant legislation has changed the lives of girls and women across our nation.
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Primary Sources


From the Associated Press collection of primary source photographs, we used pictures from this source throughout the project to show women playing sports, in both historical and modern times.

Bitterley, Jessica. Telephone interview. 28 Apr. 2014.

In this interview we learned that Jessica Bitterley, through the help of her athletic scholarships to UTSA, has no school debt. Her scholarship built her self confidence and will help her in her future life endeavors. We used this to gain an understanding of how important sports scholarships can be to people.

Bitterley, Michelle. Telephone interview. 21 Apr. 2014.

We interviewed Mrs. Bitterley, who is a small business owner. In this interview, we learned that business women can be successful in today's society and that if this business was started twenty years earlier; she might have had a harder time achieving that success.


From this book, we learned about legislative components of Title IX that provided specific gender rights. We used this information on our board to describe the wording associated with Title IX.


From this newspaper article, we found information on the continuing Title IX debate. We learned that Title IX has made a huge difference in all aspects of sports. This article showed different perspectives of what people think of the law. The article also demonstrated to us that not everyone agreed with the creation of the law.


This website was beneficial because it helped us to see the historical changes in Title IX in regards to high school athletics. From this website, we used the Playing Fair information and put it on the front of the locker. This allowed us to present the major compliance parts of Title IX.


The Library of Congress digital collection provided many primary source photographs of women in sports. We used several photos in the project.

Mulvaney, Bernie. Telephone interview. 2 Feb. 2014.

From this interview with a school district Athletic Director, we learned that today’s athletics programs are definitely impacted by Title IX and that Title IX is still a work in
progress. We also found out that Title IX is housed by the Civil Rights office. We were able to get an understanding from a coaches view and used this information as a source of background knowledge.


Originally opposed to Title IX and the impact that it would have on men's sports, the NCAA now provides a variety of materials to female college athletes including sexual harassment procedures and resources for pregnant athletes. We used this information to gain an understanding of the areas of Title IX outside of sports as well as within the sports arena.


Since the creation of Title IX, the NOW (National Organization of Women) has been involved in various aspects of Title IX, including opinions and legal cases. We were able to get statistical information and graphs on the rapidly changing percents of women attending college, playing sports, and women in employment positions. This website helped us understand that Title IX did have a great impact on women's education.


This primary source document created the USGAO provided statistical data on the changes in both women's and men's sports, specifically the discontinued men's teams in comparison to the women's teams.

A 1940 video shows the women's movement seeking reform in a variety of settings, including employment and wages. This video was used to show the unequal positions men and women had historically.

Tannenbaum, Amy. E-mail interview. 24 Apr. 2014.

We interviewed Amy Tannenbaum who is the Program Assistant of Education and Employment at the National Women's Law Center. In this interview, we learned that it's everyone's responsibility, not just women's, to fight for equal opportunity. We also learned that it is still important to fight for Title IX because without it, women face challenges in getting high-paying jobs.


From this website, we gathered a few of the quotes that are listed on the exhibit board. These quotes showed us how people felt at the time that Title IX was being debated.


From Discovery Education, this video clip shows a wrestling match between two women in 1951. This video tells of how the women were "unladylike" and that belief that women's sports at that time were predominantly for entertainment only.

Women in Non-Traditional Gender Roles. Intelecom, 2005. Film.

This video highlights football, one of the nation's most popular sports. Traditionally a male sport, football is now available to females under Title IX.

A variety of archived materials including primary source documents, photos, and testimonials were provided in this website. We used many of the pictures of the sports available to women prior to Title IX.


This website provided many facts, graphs, stories, and legal cases detailing Title IX. Founded in 1974, this group was influential in many Title IX debates. This was one of the most important sites that we used for our project because it covered many aspects of women's sports.

Secondary Sources

This article provided information regarding the different accommodations Title IX provided. The article introduced the different rights women did and did not have before the enactment of Title IX.


From this website, we used a graph showing the change in percentages of boys and girls who played sports in high school. Many of the changes occurred in girl's sports, specifically with availability and number of women playing.


In this book, we found information on how women were treated as compared to men. We used this information in the thesis page of my website to gather and understanding of the way women in Texas were treated.


We obtained a time line of Title IX events from this website. We used this information on our football timeline.


This book explains all the areas and ways Title IX affected the country. It describes places and incidents that Title IX attributed to. It also shows how women have been
helped throughout their sport lives, thanks to Title IX. It also describes how in some
cases the law did not help.


This book describes stories of women who had a difficult time during the years before
Title IX was created. One example was Barbara Viera, a woman with very good
educational skills but did not have the same advantages in education as men. These
personal stories provided an understanding of the struggles women faced.

Hanson, Katherine, Vivian Goilfoy, and Sarita Pillai. *More Than Title IX: How Equality in


From this website, we took as short summary on the life of Edith Green. We also
retrieved a picture of Edith Green.


*Women Making America* was one of our most useful sources for our project. This book
had a large section of information detailing the historical changes that were going on
across America, as well as the different women's groups who wanted forward progress in
regards to women's rights.


From this website we gathered information on the history of Title IX. We were able to
read the actual law from this website. This website lists the 10 key areas the law also
applies to such as career education, access to higher education, education for parenting
and pregnant students, employment, learning environment, math and science, sexual harassment, standardization testing and technology.


(http://www.athleticscholarships.net/scholarships-women-title-ix.htm).

This website provided a variety of data and graphs related to the opportunities women now have for scholarships. Prior to Title IX, women only recieved a small percentage of the available sports scholarships.


The article helped me to see the different points of view concerning Title IX and their arguments against it as well as what is has done to our country.


We read and used information on the history of Title IX, how Title IX was enacted, and its impact. This article also lists controversial issues of Title IX.

From the NY Times, this article described several of the recent Title IX court cases. To this day, girls understand the imbalance of women as compared to men.

Stevenson, Betsey. E-mail interview. 8 Feb. 2011.

Betsey Stevenson, a professor at Wharton University of Pennsylvania, is currently serving as the Chief Economist at the Department of Labor. She directed us to her research, which provides an in-depth study of the impact of Title IX.


From this book we attained information on early women making a difference and their roles in society that have helped change the country. We also learned important statistics concerning Title IX and its effect and impact on women's rights in the 20th century.


This website allowed us to learn about the various impacts Title IX had on the country. We were able to list some of these impacts on our exhibit board.